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Abstract
Alum-treated wooden artefacts suffer from extreme deterioration, and the stability of these objects and the salts they
contain to variations in climate conditions is an important issue. Responses of potassium alum (KAl(SO4)2·12H2O),
ammonium alum (NH4Al(SO4)2·12H2O), potassium bisulfate (KHSO4) and alum-treated wood to changing temperature
and relative humidity (RH) were therefore investigated at the crystalline level using powder X-ray diffraction (XRD). The
XRD analysis showed changes in the crystal structures of alum salts that suggest some degree of dehydration starting
at 40 °C at 15% RH. Rehydration of such dehydrated alum in Oseberg wood samples was still ongoing after 2 years.
However, alum salts on their own and in alum-treated wood generally appeared to be stable to most of the changing
climate conditions. Conversely, the minor potassium bisulfate component found in some samples was very sensitive
to all changes in RH and temperature, and may even cause changes to the alum component under some conditions.
This may be related to the efflorescence of K9H7(SO4)8·H2O crystals seen on some fragments after long-term exposure
to high RH. These findings can help to refine RH and temperature limits for alum-treated objects, and also demonstrate the utility of temperature- and RH-controlled XRD for qualitative monitoring of climate-induced changes in
such salt-impregnated materials.
Keywords: X-ray diffraction, Temperature, Relative humidity, Potassium alum, Ammonium alum, Potassium bisulfate,
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Introduction
From the mid-1800s up until the late 1950s, alum treatment was a commonly used method for conserving
waterlogged archaeological wood [1]. This method
involved immersing the object in a hot (90 °C) concentrated solution of alum (KAl(SO4)2·12H2O). The alum
replaced the water in the outer layer of the wood, and
the recrystallised salt prevented wood shrinkage as the
object dried. This method was most widely used in Scandinavia, where many thousands of wood pieces were thus
treated over this 100 year period. This included a large
portion of objects from the Oseberg find in Oslo, one of
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the richest and most comprehensive collections of Viking
Age wooden objects in the world.
Drawbacks of the alum treatment have since made its
use obsolete. Treated objects are quite brittle, and incomplete penetration of alum can result in the development
of cracks and voids due to mechanical strain between
alum-rich and alum-poor areas. Alum-treated objects
also display high acidity and lose structural integrity over
time [2–5]. Today, extensive chemical characterisation
of wood from the Oseberg collection has linked extreme
degradation of wood polymers to alum treatment
and consequent release of sulfuric acid [6–8]. Despite
these investigations, questions remain about whether
alum itself is stable in its current form in treated wood
within reasonable temperature and relative humidity
(RH) ranges, which are important to address in order to
assess whether it is necessary to remove alum in eventual
retreatment as opposed to de-acidification without alum
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removal. Currently, the Viking Ship Museum, where the
Oseberg collection is displayed, is a naturally ventilated
building that is heated in the winter but not climate-controlled in the summer. Recent climate monitoring measured temperatures up to 26 °C and RHs of 35–78% over
the course of a year.1 However, in display cases RH is controlled to 45–50%, with seasonal fluctuations of ± 10%
considered acceptable.
Some previous studies have looked into the response
of alum to changing RH, finding that alum-treated wood
is indeed sensitive to such changes [5, 9], although this
appears to be due to moisture uptake of the wood and
not necessarily alum, which in its pure form does not
display significant mass gain or loss for a range of RHs
and temperature between 15 and 95% and 15–40 °C [4,
10, 11]. However, responses of salts to ambient and artificially-induced climate fluctuation, such as formation of
crystalline efflorescence, have been previously observed
in alum-treated wood from the collection [11, 12]. In
order to further explore such observations, as well as
clarify appropriate RH and temperature limitations for
alum-treated objects, we herein expand on the previous
studies by investigating RH- and temperature-induced
responses in alum-treated wood at the crystalline level
using powder X-ray diffraction (XRD). The following
work first presents some preliminary investigations in
which we characterised alum-treated Oseberg samples
exposed to elevated temperature and RH and crystalline efflorescence similar to that observed in the previous work. This was followed by use of a climate chamber
sample holder to perform more systematic monitoring of temperature- and RH-induced responses in alum
and alum-treated wood. Since the previous studies were
undertaken, extensive chemical characterisation of alumtreated wood from the Oseberg collection has revealed
that they can contain significant amounts of ammonium
alum (NH4Al(SO4)2·12H2O) and potassium bisulfate
(KHSO4) in addition to potassium alum [8, 13], and thus
these materials are also included in the current study. We
explore temperatures and RHs relevant to the museum’s
annual climate, as well as more extreme RH and temperature ranges that could be used in accelerated ageing
studies.

Materials and methods
Samples

Potassium alum and potassium bisulfate (puriss
p.a. > 99%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Ammonium alum (purum p.a. > 99%) was purchased from
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Honeywell. The sample of fresh birch, FBA-1, had been
recently treated with alum in the lab in 2012.
Samples of archaeological wooden artefacts were taken
from fragments of two different unreconstructed objects
from the Oseberg find, a loom (185) and a simple sled
(229), which had been treated with alum but not with any
other materials. Their extreme deterioration made it difficult to identify the wood genus used, though examination at lower magnification indicated that they are made
of a diffuse porous hardwood, very likely birch (Betula
spp.), based on identification of fragments from other
objects. These were previously characterised by a range
of analytical techniques and found to contain potassium
bisulfate as a minor component [8].
Samples were ground into fine powders for the analysis using a mortar and pestle, except for FBA-1, the wood
structure of which was in good condition and needed to
be powdered by filing.
Alum‑treatment

The alum-treatment, as it was used on the Oseberg
finds, involved heating a concentrated solution of
alum salts to 90 °C. The waterlogged wood fragments
were immersed in the bath for an average of 24 h. The
excavation publication states that the concentration of
the alum solution was 2 parts alum to 1 part water by
weight. However, it also stated that more concentrated
baths were prepared, without specifying actual concentrations [14]. It is therefore uncertain which proportion
of the objects were actually treated with a 2:1 solution
of alum:water.
To prepare the alum-treated sample FBA-1 in the lab,
a concentration of 2:1 parts water to potassium alum by
weight was used. The sample was immersed in the hot
(90 °C) alum bath for 24 h and was air-dried.
Conditions of preliminary climate experiments

A fragment from sled 229 (fragment 229-3), had been
kept at 75% RH and 20 °C for 2 years, after which small
white needle-shaped crystals were observed on the surface. To identify the crystals they were sampled and analysed by XRD under ambient conditions.
In order to assess the effect of drying by mild heating
on alum-treated Oseberg wood, samples from three 185
fragments, 185-4, 185-5 and 185-6, were characterised by
XRD then heated to 50 °C in an oven for 24 h. The samples were then returned to ambient conditions and XRD
measurements performed immediately, after 2 months
and 2 years.
X‑ray diffraction

1
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XRD analysis was carried out using a PANalytical diffractometer Empyrean Series 2 with radiation
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CuKα = 1.54 Å, operating at 45 kV, 40 mA, equipped
with a P
 IXcel1D (Medipix3) detector. HighScore Plus
suite was used for data analyses [15]. Crystalline
phases were identified using the ICDD-2016 database.
Phase quantification was performed using the Rietveld method [16, 17], which is a well-established fullpattern fit method for standardless quantitative phase
analyses.
Measurements at ambient conditions were performed
using a reflection-transmission spinner stage and zero
background sample holder, with 2θ range 8–70°, step
size 0.03° and time per step ranging between 997 and
4997 s.
To investigate the response of various samples to
changing temperature and RH conditions, temperature- and humidity-controlled (TH) measurements
were performed using a CHC p
 lus+ Cryo and Humidity Chamber with TCU 110 Temperature Control Unit
and MHG-32 Modular Humidity Generator, with 2θ
range 8–60°, step size 0.03° and time per step 997 s. As
RH can be quite variable without climate control and
large ranges had been used in previous reports, a range
of 15–90% was explored. Temperatures ranging from
room temperature up to 60 °C were also investigated,
the maximum temperature being chosen to be higher
than the 50 °C used in previous artificial ageing experiments and to dry samples prior to some analyses [5, 7,
8]. The temperature variation was explored at a standard
RH of 50%, as used in climate-controlled display cases,
and low RH of 15%, well below the minimum observed
in the museum, to favour dehydration. This resulted in
the following TH programs:
(A) Temperature steps: 25, 30, 35, 40, 50, 60 °C;
RH = 50%.
(B) Temperature steps: 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 50, 60 °C;
RH = 15%.
(C) RH steps: 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90, 50%; temperature = 25 °C.
The following samples were included in the TH-XRD
study: potassium alum, ammonium alum, potassium
bisulfate, 50:50 potassium alum to potassium bisulfate
by weight (K-alum:KHSO4), alum-treated fresh birch
(FBA-1) and alum-treated Oseberg wood (229-5). All
samples were exposed to all programs, apart from 2295, which was only exposed to (A) and (C) due to limited amount of sample. One hour equilibration time was
allowed at each step before the XRD pattern was collected (which took ca. 2 h 20 min). In some cases when
small changes were seen, the samples were exposed to
the relevant RH/temperature level for longer periods of
time (up to 48 h).
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Results and discussion
Crystallographic results from preliminary climate
experiments

In an earlier report, efflorescence of small, white, needleshaped crystals were observed on the surface of alumtreated fragments from object 229 after being subjected
to RH cycling between 30% and 80% in 12 h intervals
at 30 °C for 7 months [11]. Although the sample size of
these crystals was too small for conclusive XRD analysis, elemental analyses detected potassium and sulfur
and potassium bisulfate was identified in the wood fragments, suggesting that the efflorescence may be related
to the potassium bisulfate component. However, we later
observed similar crystals on the surface of another fragment, 229-3, from the same object that had been kept at
75% RH for 2 years. These gave an XRD pattern with several peaks matching a K9H7(SO4)8·H2O reference (Fig. 1).
Although the small, thin crystals were not of sufficient
quality for a single-crystal study to support this assignment, and other minor peaks were present in the powder pattern, this compound would certainly be consistent
with the previous analysis, and could result from the codissolution and recrystallization of KHSO4 with K2SO4
or K-alum.
Another unanticipated response of alum-treated wood
to climate conditions was observed when samples from
object 185 were analysed by methods that required drying them beforehand. After mild heating to 50 °C, XRD
showed the patterns of the dried samples to be very different to those before heating. As can be seen for 185-5
in Fig. 2, alum peaks disappeared after heating and the
XRD pattern contains a broad hump centred around 27°,
suggesting the presence of an amorphous phase, which
was still present after 2 months. The observed increase
in the amorphous content after heating was quantified
using the Rietveld method. The XRD pattern prior to
heating was used as an external standard for instrument
constant estimation (a.k.a. K-factor). Quantification of
the increase in amorphous content relative to the sample before heating confirms that the relative amount has
not changed over the 2 months, calculated at ca. 98% for
the samples immediately after heating, after 2 weeks and
after 2 months. Two years after heating, crystalline alum
peaks had reformed, but are accompanied by additional
peaks that match a reference for a dehydrated form of
alum, KAl(SO4)2·6H2O. Similar observations were made
for samples 185-4 and 185-6, indicating that alum was
not stable under the drying conditions, undergoing dehydration and taking years to revert back to its original fully
hydrated form. Such slow rehydration was surprising,
given that previous analysis of alum and alum-treated
wood by dynamic vapour sorption showed rehydration
of dehydrated alum within a few hours when exposed to
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Fig. 1 XRD pattern of crystals on the surface of fragment 229-3 after 2 years at 75% RH, with K 9H7(SO4)8·H2O reference. Minor peaks not accounted
for by the reference pattern are marked with inverted triangles

Fig. 2 XRD pattern of powder sample from fragment 185-5 (refined lattice constant for potassium alum, a = 12.16561(3), space group Pa-3)
and patterns taken 2 months and 2 years after mild heating, showing conversion of alum to an amorphous phase (98% increase in amorphous
contribution), which remains after 2 months. After 2 years crystalline alum peaks have reformed, accompanied by peaks from dehydrated form
KAl(SO4)2·6H2O (marked with inverted triangles)

30–40% RH at 30 °C [10]. This suggests that the rate of
this process is greatly reduced under ambient conditions,
which in our lab are temperatures around 20 °C with
large variations in RH.
These observations, as well as general concerns about
the stability of alum-treated wood, prompted us to design
an XRD study to investigate climate-induced changes

in alum-treated wood in a more systematic manner via
stepwise variations in RH and temperature.
Temperature‑ and humidity‑controlled XRD experiments
Potassium and ammonium alum

Both potassium and ammonium forms of alum remained
unchanged throughout temperature cycle (A) at RH 50%.
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Fig. 3 XRD patterns of potassium alum at 20 °C, 50 °C and 60 °C during temperature cycle (B). Intensity in square root scale

Fig. 4 XRD pattern of ammonium alum after 15 h at 40 °C, compared to pattern at 25 °C (refined lattice constant for alum, a = 12.24435(4), space
group Pa-3), showing an increase in amorphous content of ca. 14%. For equivalent patterns of potassium alum the increase in amorphous content
was ca. 23% at 40 °C relative to 25 °C (refined lattice constant for alum, a = 12.16551(5), space group Pa-3). Intensity in square root scale

However, when the RH was reduced to 15% in cycle (B),
clear changes are seen at 50 °C (Fig. 3). Reduction in crystalline peak intensities accompanied by growth of a broad
hump centred around 27° indicates formation of amorphous phases. At 60 °C, the original peaks of crystalline
alum have completely disappeared. Small changes were
also seen at 40 °C, and after the exposure times to this

temperature were extended to 15 h, repeat measurements
showed clear increases in amorphous content and reduction of peak intensities (Fig. 4). Although the increase
in amorphous content looks small, Rietveld quantification suggests this corresponds to ca. 14% and 23% more
amorphous contribution for ammonium alum and potassium alum, respectively, relative to the patterns at 25 °C.
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Fig. 5 XRD patterns of potassium alum during RH cycle (C) at 15% RH and high unstable RH, with close up to show slight shifts. Intensity in square
root scale

However, no changes were seen for the lower temperatures at 15% RH after 15 h of exposure.
Though previous studies of thermal responses of alums
mainly focus on overall dehydration completed at high
temperatures (> 100 °C) [18–20], one study of potassium
alum at lower temperatures notes transition to a similar
amorphous phase beginning at 75 °C at an average RH of
ca. 60%, which is attributed to partial dehydration (five
to six water molecules) [21]. The present study indicates
that such amorphous phases begin to form at as low temperatures as 40 °C when RH is controlled at 15%. We
note here that, when Häggström et al. exposed potassium
alum to 15% RH and 40 °C, they observed minimal mass
loss (< 1 wt%) [4]. The amount of amorphous content
in the present experiment is significant under the same
conditions, according to the quantification results, and if
this does indeed correspond to loss of at least five water
molecules from ca. 23% of the potassium alum sample,
this should result in an overall mass loss of around 4 wt%.
However, this assumes that loss of water from the crystal
structure is the same as loss of water from the total sample, which may not be the case if water remains adsorbed
on the alum powder or sample holder. Furthermore, the
XRD experiments required finely ground powders and
therefore the grains have a large relative surface area
that would make them more susceptible to dehydration. In any case, it seems that the degree of dehydration
causing the observed crystalline changes under these
conditions may not be detected as significant mass loss,

but nonetheless implies physical transformation of the
sample.
During RH cycle (C), minimal changes in the alums
were seen between RH 15–75%. This is consistent with
literature on their RH-related phase transitions at ambient temperatures; phase transitions are only noted at
very low RHs of < 10%, to form the corresponding hexahydrates [22]. Our instrument had difficulty reaching a
stable RH of 90% due to insufficient flow and quality of
supplied compressed air, and therefore the conditions
during these measurements actually fluctuated between
21 and 31 °C and 70–100% RH. We refer to these conditions as “unstable high RH”. Slight but clear shifts and
change in intensity of peaks were seen for K-alum under
the unstable high RH conditions (Fig. 5). This is perhaps
due to sample displacement caused by caking, which can
occur when crystal surfaces become damp [23], as the
finely ground powder was observed have bound together
to some extent after exposure to high RH.
Potassium bisulfate and alum

For pure potassium bisulfate, non-uniform changes
in peak intensities and slight position shifts were seen
throughout all cycles. This indicates that the crystal
structure of this compound is very sensitive to changing RH and temperature conditions. Although the stable
phase of potassium bisulfate is anhydrous [23], the salt
is quite hygroscopic and the observed changes could be
perhaps induced by the partial presence of water in the
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Fig. 6 XRD patterns of potassium bisulfate during RH cycle (C) with close up to show changes more clearly. Intensity in square root scale

crystal structure. This is most pronounced at high unstable RH (Fig. 6), which is unsurprising, as the deliquescence point of potassium bisulfate is reported at 86% RH
at 15 °C [23].
When mixed with potassium alum in the
K-alum:KHSO4 mixture, the temperature-induced
changes in the bisulfate structure were not so obvious,
although the conversion of K-alum to the amorphous
phase discussed above is seen. However, changing
intensities and peak positions are seen during the RH
cycle (C). Notably, unstable high RH causes almost
complete disappearance of many of the bisulfate peaks
(Fig. 7), and when the RH was dropped back to 50%
in the final step, the bisulfate pattern reappears with
two peaks having unusually strong relative intensities, which was not seen for pure potassium bisulfate.
This suggests deliquescence of the bisulfate at high
RH followed by recrystallisation to give a very strong

preferred orientation in the presence of alum. Large
changes in all other peak intensities are seen, as well as
some shifts, indicating that the process also influenced
the alum crystals, which could indicate that they also
recrystallised to some degree. Furthermore, the presence of some new peaks indicates the formation of a
new phase. The list of many possible matching reference patterns included several phases made up of stoichiometric combinations of K
 HSO4 and K
 2SO4, such
as the K9H7(SO4)8·H2O that matched the efflorescence
described in the preliminary experiments, but the
peaks were too small to confidently assign to any of the
suggested phases. Therefore we cannot say what this
phase is, but it could result from a reaction between the
bisulfate and the alum. Perhaps such a reaction might
ultimately be linked to the efflorescence observed on
alum-treated Oseberg fragments after the long-term
RH experiments.
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Fig. 7 K-alum:KHSO4 during RH cycle (C), intensity in square root scale. At initial RH of 15% with K-alum and K HSO4 references are also shown. At
unstable high RH many KHSO4 peaks disappear. At the final 50% RH KHSO4 peaks have reappeared with drastic changes in relative intensities, and
inverted triangles mark new peaks not accounted for by K-alum and KHSO4 references

Fig. 8 XRD patterns of FBA-1 at 15% RH and 25 °C compared to 40 °C after conditioning for 15 h

Alum‑treated wood samples

For the fresh birch sample, FBA-1, the potassium alum
component responded similarly to the pure alum during the temperature cycles (A) and (B): little change was
observed at 50% RH, but at 15% RH increase in amorphous content and reduction of peak intensities was
observed at 40 °C, which was more pronounced after

15 h (Fig. 8). Peaks from the sample holder (at ca. 43,
44, 50 and 51°) can also be seen in these patterns, presumably because it packed less densely than the other
samples. Unlike for the pure alum, however, minimal
change in peak intensities was observed during the RH
cycle (C) at unstable high RH. This may be due to the
hygroscopic nature of the wood, which could prevent the
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Fig. 9 XRD patterns of FBA-1 at low and high RH, showing uniform shifts. Intensity in square root scale

moisture-induced caking seen in the pure salt. This could
also result in sample swelling, which could explain small
uniform shifts seen at 75% and unstable high RH (Fig. 9).
The archaeological sample from Oseberg, 229-5, also
showed little change during cycle (A), at least for the
alum peaks. Changes in the minor peaks were more difficult to assess due to their low relative intensities. However, during RH cycle (C), high unstable RH caused
several minor peaks to clearly diminish in intensity, all of
which appear to be potassium bisulfate peaks (Fig. 10).
Upon reduction of RH back to 50% in the final step, these
peaks reappear with clear changes in intensities and some
slight shifts in positions. Some changes in the peak intensities are also seen for the alum peaks. This indicates that
the potassium bisulfate in this sample is the most unstable component under these conditions, and could suggest
that its deliquescence and recrystallisation influences the
crystal structure of alum. This is similar to the observations made for the K-alum:KHSO4 mixture, although in
this case the relative intensities of potassium bisulfate
were much lower and therefore the changes more subtle.
The formation of a new phase was also not apparent in
this case, although even in the 50:50 mix the new peaks
formed after the RH cycle were very small, and therefore
we might expect any such phase in the 229-5 sample to
be below the limit of detection.
Overall, in the alum-treated wood, alum responds to
temperature similarly to the pure alums: clear changes in
the crystal structure of alum begin at 40 °C at 15% RH.
Otherwise alum appeared to remain unchanged within

the temperature and RH ranges used. This is generally
consistent with the previous studies; in their dynamic
vapour sorption experiments Mortensen and Taube [10]
observed mass loss at 0–10% RH at 30 °C for both pure
potassium alum and alum-treated Oseberg wood, but
otherwise noted the mass of hydrated alum was almost
constant up to 95% RH. However, they comment that in
the experiments performed by Häggström et al. [4], the
combination of 40 °C and 15% RH must be close to the
dehydration point of alum, although significant mass loss
was not observed. The present experiments confirm that
this is indeed the case for both alum and alum-treated
wood. However, potassium bisulfate, which was found as
a minor component of several alum-treated wood samples from Oseberg, may have a destabilising effect on
alum when exposed to high RH conditions.

Conclusions
The present study demonstrates that XRD is a useful and
sensitive tool for monitoring climate-induced changes
in crystalline compounds found in alum-treated wood.
Changes in the crystal structure of potassium alum that
may not necessarily be detected as mass loss were apparent in the XRD patterns under the same conditions after
short periods of time.
From the results we can say that crystal structure of
alum appears stable at temperatures up to 35 °C at 15%
RH, up to 60 °C at 50% RH, and under changing RHs
between 15 and 75% at 25 °C. At temperatures above
these limits, thermally-induced alum dehydration was
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Fig. 10 XRD patterns of 229-5 during RH cycle (C). At high RH, shown with KHSO4 reference and overlaid onto pattern at initial (15%) RH,
diminishing potassium bisulfate peaks can be seen. At the final RH of 50%, also overlaid onto pattern at initial (15%) RH, inverted triangles highlight
peaks that have reappeared after diminishing at high RH, with close-up to better show differences in intensities and some slight shifts

observed that could take years to reverse under ambient
conditions.
However, potassium bisulfate, which was found as a
minor component of several alum-treated wood samples from Oseberg, was very sensitive to all changes in
RH and temperature. This compound deliquesces at high
RH, and, in mixtures with potassium alum, this may also
influence the alum structure. Possible reaction between
potassium alum and potassium bisulfate might ultimately be linked to K
 9H7(SO4)8·H2O crystals observed
on alum-treated Oseberg fragments after long-term RH
experiments.
These results suggest that, under the normal museum
conditions, the crystal structure of alum should remain
unchanged, and especially in display cases controlled to
50% RH alum is stable well above ambient summer temperatures. However, if accelerated ageing experiments

venture outside the above-mentioned temperature and
RH ranges, changes in the alum structure should be
expected. Furthermore, the potassium bisulfate by-product of alum-treatment is unstable even to minor changes
in climate conditions as well as decreasing the stability
of alum, and should be removed from or neutralised in
alum-treated objects where possible. This study focusses
on crystalline salts, and thereby only partially assesses
the overall stability of alum-treated wood. How prone the
wood component is to degradation in the continued presence of alum is a key part of determining if alum itself
must be removed. This is not readily observed in shortterm experiments and thus remains unclear despite the
several previous studies. Ongoing investigations involve
longer-term experiments assessing the chemical stability
of wood to the continued presence of alum and the acidic
by-products of alum-treatment.
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